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Constructions containing non-core datives are customarily divided, based mainly on paraphrases to 
their meaning and according to distributional properties, into several groups labeled, in an overlapping 
manner, benefactive/malefactive datives, affected datives, ethical datives, attitude holder datives, 
personal datives (inter alia Borer & Grodzinsky 1986, Bosse, Bruening & Yamada 2012, Cuervo 
2003, 2010, Horn 2008, Roberge & Troberg 2009, Zúñiga & Kittilä 2010). However, in the absence of 
sound semantic criteria, distributional properties are not sufficient to delineate these sub-groups, which 
end up blending into one another. In this talk, we will show that Modern Hebrew non-core datives 
should be subdivided into two sub-categories (we set aside the reflexive/co-referential dative, easily 
identifiable as a sub-category of non-core datives due to the fact that its phi-features match those of the 
subject DP). Consider first the following sentence: 

(1)  hu  tas  li.    
  He  flew  to.me    Roughly: ‘He flew to me/on me.’ 

This sentence can be interpreted in various ways depending on context: 

(2)  'axarkax hu tas li le-šana la-mizrax, ve-hiš'ir 'oti xareda ve-lexuca.    (Internet) 
  Then he flew to.me to-year to.the-east, and-left me anxious and stressed 
  ‘The he flew on me to the far-east for a year, and left me anxious and stressed.’ 

(3)  'eyze tas la-misxak? be-'aškelon [hu] lo holex, pit'om tas li le-švaic?!   (Internet) 
  Which fly to.the-game, in-Ashkelon he not go, suddenly flying to.me to-Switzerland 

‘What do you mean fly to the (soccer) game, even to Ashkelon he won’t go, suddenly he’s flying 
on me to Switzerland?! Unbelievable!’ 

Our claim is that (2) exemplifies one sub-category of non-core datives, the Affected Dative (AD), 
adapting terminology by Bosse et al. (2012), which is truth conditional, whereas the dative in (3) 
exemplifies another sub-category: the Ethical Dative (ED), which is non-truth-conditional. A 
proposition with the datival expressions will be schematically represented as ψD, in which ψ marks the 
bare proposition to which the dative D attaches. We propose the following analysis for propositions 
with AD: 

(4)  [[ψAD]] = λP.λx.λe1.λe2:[cause(e1,e2)]=1.[Pe1 & Affected(e2, x)] =1 

The analysis captures the following facts: 

(a) Affected is a diathetic function that takes an event and a participant as its arguments. This is part of 
the assertion (contra Bosse et al. 2012). The contribution to truth conditions can be demonstrated in the 
following environments: 

(5)  a. hu davka tas li le-šana la-mizrax, hu yada ma ze ya’ase li. 
   he on purpose flew to.me to-year to.the-east, he knew what it will do to me  

‘He flew on me to the far-east for a year on purpose; he knew what it would do to me.’ 

b. hu tas [li]FOCUS le-šana la-mizrax, lo lexa, 'ani zot še-lexuca. 
Roughly: ‘I am the one affected by his flying away, not you, I am the one who’s stressed.’ 

(5a) makes clear that the agent in P(e1) is aware of the repercussions of his action on the affectee. For 
the sentence to be true, the affectee needs to be part of the truth conditions. In (5b) the state of affairs 
described in the sentence is not true of a different affectee. 

(b) As sentence (2) demonstrates, the event of the Affected function, (e2), is different from the event 
(e1), denoted by the base-proposition, and stands with it in a causal relation (e1=flying to the far-east; 
e2=feeling anxious). (c) The identity of e2 is given in the context (as is the case in (2)) or 
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accommodated. (d) The causal relation between e1 and e2 is presupposed. This can be shown with 
negation, as the causal relation projects: 

(6)  hu lo  tas  li le-šana la-mizrax, 'eyze mazal! 
  ‘He didn’t fly to the far east for a year on me, lucky me!’ 

Under a similar context to the one in (2), (6) asserts that flying to the far-east for a year did not take 
place, but this event is nevertheless causally related to a distinct e2. Note further that the causal relation 
is not an implicature (contra Horn 2008), since it cannot be cancelled, when not embedded: 

(7)  hu tas  li la-mizarx, ve-hiš'ir 'oti xareda, #aval lo 'ixpat li 
  He  flew  to.me  to-far east, and left me anxious, but not care to.me (=but I don’t care) 

In the talk we will show that the definition provided here for the AD extends to cover non-core datives 
identified in the literature as benefactive/malefactive and possessor datives. 

Contrary to the AD, we suggest that the contribution of the ED, which will be shown to be limited to 
pronouns strictly referring to speech event participants, is non-truth conditional and consists in relating 
the asserted proposition to the relevant part of the common ground against which it is to be evaluated. 
The relevant part of the common ground contains the set of shared beliefs as to the probability for ψ or 
~ψ, and ψ (in example (3): the probability that he will fly abroad to watch a soccer game) turns out to 
be unexpected given this common ground ("even to Ashkelon he won’t go".) In this case, the datival 
expression is not part of the assertion (see below ex. (3’)), but indicates that while ψ is asserted it was 
unexpected at the time of the utterance. For a first substantiation of this claim it can be shown that in a 
sentence stating a generally accepted truth the ED is not felicitous: 

(8)  #ha-šemeš zoraxat li      ba-mizrax. 
  The-sun      rises     to.me  in.the-east ; Intended ‘Unbelievable! The sun rises in the East.’ 

This sentence may only become felicitous in a science fiction scenario, where the course of planets 
may be altered. 

Further, contrary to the AD, the referent of the ED can be either of the speech event participants, 
there’s no truth conditional effect to this choice:  

(3’) ….pit'om tas li/lexa/lanu le-švaic.	 	  
  … suddenly (he) flies to.me/you/us to Switzerland?! ‘Unbelievable!’  

In the case of the AD, as already illustrated above in (5) and here in (9), a change in the referent of the 
datival expression alters truth conditions: 

(9)  hu tas li/#lexa/#lanu le-šana la-mizrax (ve-hiš'ir 'oti xareda) 
‘He flew to the far-east for a year, affecting me/#you/#us (and left me anxious).’ 

Finally, negating the sentence in (1) has different outcomes in the cases of AD and ED. The 
interpretative effects of negating ψAD have been shown in (6). In the case of the ED, the negated 
sentence containing the dative (~ψED) indicates that prior to utterance ~ψ was unexpected (ψ is 
expected). Concretely, negating the bold faced proposition in (3) would result in reversal of 
expectations, namely that in the shared common ground he is disposed to fly to Switzerland but the 
sentence with the ED states the contrary: he did not fly. 
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